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The roar of the bull elephant
Mid January & cow tv
was our favourite television programme. Soothing images of Bollie, our
largest cow at over 770
kilos & nearing the end
of her pregnancy, transmitting to the sitting
room; there she was
munching hay & resting
on her big straw bed.
We boldly made plans to
go to the cinema with
friends on her due date,
with the message
“Devons are often a

week or ten days late”
firmly in mind. That
was fine; she was
clearly NOT going to
give birth that evening,
but two nights later,
with us having spent
the evening in the adjacent barn having the
ewes scanned to see if
they were carrying
twins or singles, she
started to pace restlessly. We watched her
on cow tv as we ate
supper, whilst she cir-

cled right, then left,
right then left. We
went to have a close
look a couple of times
but there was nothing
much to see. Just 10
minutes after I came
back into the house
saying we’d still have
hours to wait, Andrew
dozing by the fire was
woken by a loud splosh
as Bollie dropped her
calf unceremoniously
onto the straw. Then
this weird ROARING

started. We leapt to our
feet & hurtled up the
track to find the calf
breathing nicely & Bollie roaring her head off.
No mooing or where’s
my dinner bellowing,
this; never had we
heard the like. Bollie
roared like a crazed bull
elephant for an hour as
she licked & pushed &
encouraged the calf to
its feet. We watched
with our eyes on stalks
& hands over our ears.
Within minutes the calf
was on its feet, soon
sucking down her first
meal.
Huge eared, rich chestnut coated, wide eyed
& gorgeous, Noilly had
arrived. At 36 hours
she was dancing rings
round her mum, racing
& chasing , feeding &
sleeping. The 2nd calf
to be born on the farm.

Bollie with Noilly, less than
24 hours old
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He’s just a baking fool
Yes, it’s a photo of 2013 born
lambs, but our lambing time isn’t just about outrageously late
nights and early mornings and
sweet skipping lambs. Or carrying water buckets and hay and
ewe nuts and freezing cold
weather and defrosting water
supplies with hot air guns. No.

only one thing—there would
be treacle tart in the scullery.
And yesterday I came down to
the smell of spices and cider
and sure enough there was a
tray of fabulous alcoholic apri-

cot hot cross buns. I’m now hoping
to wake to the smell of chocolate
fudge cake, and have left a recipe in a
prominent position on the kitchen
table.

I do the early shift starting at
5am and Andrew stays up til
3am. Not one for twiddling his
thumbs when he has to be up
anyway, Andrew uses lambing
time to put an even shinier polish on his ambition to become a
complete baking fool.
This morning I came down to my
list of lambing updates and a
heap of neatly trimmed sourdough crusts. Yup, that meant

Finally... Red Ruby Devon beef!
At last, our first Devon beef boxes
will be available this autumn. We
have had heaps of interest in the
beef from our regular lamb & pork
buyers, so now’s the time to lay
your claim! We suspect the beef
will be delivered in October & November after hanging for three
weeks, just as the best beef deserves. The Devon Ruby is renowned for its ability to produce
amazing, marbled beef from the
roughest of grazing. It’s certainly
the best beef we’ve ever eaten.
On our farm they chomp on a
combination of rough pasture

whilst they do our conservation
grazing on our lower fields & in
the woodland, & later in the
season they have access to
rather less demanding, gentler
grass. The beef will be available
in 10kilo & 15 kilo boxes. 10k
boxes will be £100 collected/
£115 delivered, 15 kilo boxes
£150 collected/£165 delivered.
Each 15 kilo box will contain
approx: 7 joints (1 topside, 1
silverside, 1 top rump, 1 slow
roast of chuck, 1 shoulder joint,
1 brisket & 1 rolled rib), 2 sirloin steaks, 2 rump steaks, 1 fil-

let steak, 2 bags of stewing
steak, 1 bag of pasty steak, 1 of
skirt, 2 ring shin & 2/3 bags of
mince
Please let us know what you’d
like and we’ll reserve it for you.
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Hedging, again
We didn’t think it would be possible to get onto Little
Langan and Big Stone Horse Field to do the necessary
with the hedges and banks, what with the persistent
rain taking the soil to saturation point, but carefully,
we’ve managed to repair a long twisty stretch. Great
gaps were peppered along it, trashed by sheep, so
Scoopy the digger was back in action for the rebuild.
Because of its wide metal tracks, the digger leaves surprisingly little impression on the ground, where a tractor would churn ruts the depth of a large dog.
Next week we’ll be fencing the whole thing to keep the
sheep OFF the restoration job, and then the dormice
can be left to run riot in peace. I don’t exaggerate—
this is one of the three key hedges on the farm of high
environmental value that houses dormice. It’s taken us
seven years to restore all three hedges, leaving three
years or more between each, allowing the dormice to
move across to an undisturbed hedge.
The amount of firewood we’ve generated from this job
is something to see. It’s become something of a challenge as to where to store the last few trailer loads.

Horsing around
The media has been chockfull
of handwringing about the
Dobbin in frozen lasagne,
Babe in halal products and no
doubt they’ll soon be DNA
testing for Eeyore in salami.

business to police itself. What
I do know is that if you buy your
meat from a reputable small
producer and then make your
own lasagne, hot pot, chilli,
tagine, curry, burgers or other
favourite dish, you’ll know exI can’t say I’m surprised that
mechanically recovered meat actly what you are eating.
There’s no need to give up
and highly processed meals
ready meals, just make a double
are not quite what they say
on the tin— or that the slash- quantity of whatever meal
ing of local authority budgets you’re creating, and freeze half
for later. I tend to go a bit overmeans Trading Standards
don’t have the resource to do board and will make a vat of
mutton curry or tagine out of
proper checks, because, as
several lamb breasts at one
we know, we can rely on big
time, first slow roasting them to

remove any excess fat, and then
making my chosen dish. This extended cooking process makes the
meat incredibly tender and allows
the spices to really do their work.
On the other hand, perhaps we
should rethink our aversion to eating horse (as long as it’s correctly
labelled and we can make an informed choice). It might be the
answer for dealing humanely with
the over supply of ponies on Dartmoor, for example, where there is
a decreasing market for these
lovely animals for riding and as
companions.

SOUTH YEO FARM WEST
Nutmeg—5 days old
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Silver linings
It’s been an unusually
tough year for farmers.
It’s not been a year for
crying wolf because the
actuality is quite bad
enough. Pretty much all
of the difficulties have
come from things beyond
our control; the weather.
Although we are all much
more sophisticated in our
understanding of climate
change and the impact of
human behaviour on our
weather systems, I don’t
think that many people
feel that it is in their
power to control the
weather just yet. But
whatever the reason, this
extraordinarily wet year,
bursting bizarrely from
drought, has had a very
tangible effect on the
farm. Although our
Devons are hardy animals,
to avoid trashing the

ground we had to bring
the cows inside six
weeks earlier than the
previous year, and who
knows how much longer
than usual they’ll have
to stay in? And the
longer they are in, the
more forage they eat
and we only had one dry
week in July to make our
forage and so have had
to buy more in, which
makes things very expensive. The quality of
the grass has suffered
too—there’s just not
been enough sun to produce the sugars that
give livestock a real
growing boost. Luckily,
our native breeds are
tough, but a difficult
year does nothing to
make their lives easy,
never mind optimal.
And because of the

milder weather, we are
threatened again by
midge-borne diseases,
this time the ghastly
Schmallenburg that
causes deformity, infertility and loss of life.
This makes every birth
anticipated in equal
measures of excitement
(our usual emotion) and
fear (a new emotion
that we would gladly be
rid of).
Even so, we look forward to the spring eagerly, hopeful that the
weather will turn, our
lambing, farrowing,
hatching and calving
will be good, that the
every day joy we have
in the farm will continue. Each morning
and evening I can look
at Mellow, the calf born

here last June, and see
her, splendid as a growing young heifer, clearly
carefree and happy. As
she licks my hand, my
trousers, my sleeve, as I
scratch her mother’s
back, I can’t help feeling
positive about the future.
We can cope with a year
or three of bad weather,
we have barns in which
we can overwinter stock
if necessary, and I just
hope and trust that this
unrelenting wet is a blip
and not the way it will be
from now on.

